Aurora
Village
Join Coles, Aldi + 15 Specialities

Now Leasing
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Opening
— Mid 2017 —
Aurora Village
Located on the corner of Harvest Home Road and Edgars Road, Epping North
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Residential Development (0-5 years)

Residential Development (5+ years)

Source: MacroPlanDimasi 2014
Coles Aurora Village Epping North

• Approximately 350 car spaces
• Coles Supermarket 4064m2
• Liquorland
• Aldi Supermarket
• 15 specialties
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• Epping North is a fast developing suburb
located in Melbourne’s outer north,
approximately 25km from the CBD,
within the City of Whittlesea.
• There has been strong residential
growth in northern Melbourne over
an extended period and the region is
forecast to continue to see high levels
of growth in the coming years.

• The site for the proposed Aurora Village
development is located on the corner
of Harvest Home Road, and Edgars
Road, within the Aurora Estate. The
site is easily accessible and centrally
located to serve the surrounding growing
community in terms of their everyday
food and convenience shopping needs.

• The trade area population is expected
to grow at an average rate of just over
10% per annum over the next 13 years
to 19,000 (Reference Dimasi Aurora Village
2014 Report)

• There are currently no supermarket
facilities within the primary trade area and
so we expect the Aurora Village to become
the main food and convenience shopping
destination for surrounding residents.

Aurora Village will be anchored by Coles latest
concept supermarket, Liquorland, Aldi Supermarket,
Coles Express Service Station, Pharmacy, Medical
Centre, Gym and additional specialities.
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SUMMARY
• Household income levels are above the Melbourne metro
average in both the primary and main trade areas.
• Young couples between 20-29 and 30-39 year old’s are 30% and
73% respectively above the Melbourne metro average.

• There is a very high proportion of traditional families
(i.e. couples with dependent children) of 61.4% compared
to the Melbourne Metro average of 47.4%.
• The trade area population is relatively young, with a signiﬁcant
proportion of children (0-14) well above the Melbourne average.
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Kathleen Bonnitcha
E
kathb@comac.com.au
T
0418 172 791

Comac Retail Property Group

Cal Stepnell
E
cals@comac.com.au
T
0410 440 460

www.comac.com.au

Level 1, 169 Moray Street
South Melbourne VIC 3205

This brochure has been prepared by Coles Group Property Developments Pty Ltd (CGPD) in good faith. The information is not intended to be advice and
you should not rely on it, including, without limitation, when deciding whether to enter into a lease. Interested parties (including intending lessees) should seek
professional advice, make their own enquiries and rely on their own judgment. All illustrations are conceptual and may show examples of possible adjacent
tenancies rather than actual tenancies. CGPD reserves the right to change any part of the design or the tenancies from that shown. You should not rely on these
as indicative of the ﬁnal design of the development, site conditions or tenancy mix. In order to show the development, some surrounding environmental factors
including, without limitation, vegetation, landscaping, furniture and neighbouring structures are not shown. Refer to plans of the development for more detail,
which plans are subject to change. While all information has been gathered from sources CGPD deem reliable, CGPD accepts no responsibility for and does
not warrant the accuracy of the information provided and, to the maximum extent permitted by law, disclaims responsibility for any loss or damage of any nature
whatsoever suffered by any person directly or indirectly, whether that loss or damage is caused or contributed to by any fault or negligence of CGPD or otherwise.
References to future matters in this illustration are based on CGPD’s current knowledge or intentions and are subject to change. Details shown are believed to be
correct at the time of preparation of this illustration.

